Lipid droplets (LDs) are organelles that store lipids as reservoirs of metabolic energy and membrane lipid precursors. The cell biology of LDs as cellular organelles is only beginning to be unraveled ([@bib10]; [@bib9]; [@bib2]). LDs can be found in most eukaryotic cells. Most prominent are LDs in adipocytes, which make up most of the cellular volume, but other metabolically active cell types, such as liver or muscle cells, also have abundant LDs. LDs are unusual organelles in that they are bound by a monolayer of surface phospholipids, into which specific proteins are embedded, such as perilipins and metabolic enzymes ([@bib10]).

LDs are generally considered to be cytoplasmic organelles. They are formed from the ER ([@bib9]), where the synthesis of neutral lipids occurs, such as triacylglycerols (TGs) by DGAT1 or DGAT2 enzymes or sterol esters by ACAT1 or ACAT2 enzymes ([@bib1]; [@bib14]). After initial LDs (iLDs) are formed, a subset of them recruit enzymes via ER--LD membrane bridges and acquire the capacity to locally synthesize TGs, converting them to expanding LDs (eLDs; [@bib13]). eLD formation requires the Arf1/COP-I proteins to recruit TG synthesis enzymes ([@bib15]), but other aspects of this process remain unclear.

Many LD researchers have also observed that LDs appear to localize to the cell nucleus ([@bib3]; [@bib6]; [@bib12]). However, the presence of nuclear LDs has seemed somewhat random among cell types, and it has not been clear whether such LDs are located within the nucleoplasm or on the cytoplasmic side of invaginations into the nuclear envelope.

In this issue, Ohsaki et al. elegantly use confocal and electron microscopy to investigate nuclear LDs and make a series of surprising discoveries. Using serial section electron microscopy, they convincingly show that nuclear LDs are indeed localized within the nucleoplasm of a variety of human and mammalian hepatocyte cell lines. Consistent with previous observations, nuclear LDs were not found in all cell types and were scarcely found in HeLa cells, fibroblasts, and differentiated adipocytes. In hepatocytes, nuclear LDs appeared to have a distinct but overlapping protein composition compared with cytoplasmic LDs, differing for instance in the types of perilipin proteins bound to LD surfaces.

Light and electron microscopy analyses showed that the nuclear LDs were closely associated with protrusions of the inner nuclear envelope membrane and with nuclear structures known as promyelocytic leukemia (PML) bodies. PML bodies (also known as nuclear dots or nuclear bodies) are one of several nuclear domains that are marked by specific proteins, including nucleoli, Cajal bodies, nuclear speckles, and nuclear paraspeckles. The function of PML bodies is somewhat of an enigma, but they may be involved in modulating specific stress responses in the nucleus ([@bib5]). The expression of PML-II, one isoform of the prominent PML protein in PML bodies, correlated with the presence of nuclear LDs in knockdown/overexpression experiments. Interestingly, overexpression of a mutant PML-II protein that does not target the nuclear envelope fails to induce the increase in nuclear LDs seen after overexpression of the WT protein, suggesting that the ability of PML-II to induce nuclear LD formation is associated with its binding to the nuclear envelope. Furthermore, overexpression of PML-II in cell types in which the protein does not distribute along the nuclear envelope also failed to increase the amounts of nuclear LDs. The discovery that PML-II is intimately linked to the formation of nuclear LDs now provides a molecular handle to study nuclear LD biology and its cell type specificity.

Lastly, the researchers explored the contribution of other nuclear proteins to nuclear LD formation. Although knockdown of lamins or of inner nuclear membrane proteins did not impact nuclear LDs, knockdown of SUN proteins increased the proportion of nuclear LDs and intranuclear membranes. PML-II depletion prevented the increase of nuclear LDs after SUN protein knockdown, suggesting that SUN proteins act upstream of PML-II. The mechanistic basis for this is still unclear but might involve SUN protein--mediated control of membrane interactions with chromatin ([@bib11]).

Results from [@bib8] suggest that nuclear LDs appear to be most closely related to eLDs found in the cytoplasm ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to cytoplasmic eLDs, nuclear LDs were found to colocalize with the TG synthesis enzyme DGAT2 and its substrates, which should enable them to expand by locally synthesizing TG. They also colocalized with CCT-α, the rate-limiting enzyme of phosphatidylcholine (PC) synthesis, which shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm and can bind to and become activated at eLDs when there is insufficient PC to cover their surfaces ([@bib4]). The presence of these specific proteins and the possible connection of nuclear LDs to the inner nuclear membrane suggest nuclear LDs are analogous to eLDs in the cytoplasm.

![**Model of cytoplasmic and nuclear LDs.** iLDs are formed from the ER. A subset of iLDs can be converted to eLDs via establishment of ER--LD membrane bridges and relocalization of TG synthesis enzymes, such as DGAT2, to their surfaces. CCT-α binds to eLDs with a relative deficiency of PC on their surfaces, where it is activated and catalyzes PC synthesis. [@bib8] show that nuclear LDs (nLD) form in association with invaginations of the inner nuclear membrane and also are marked by DGAT2 and CCT-α. Nuclear LDs are found in close proximity to PML bodies and may depend on PML proteins for formation.](JCB_201512056_Fig1){#fig1}

The important discoveries by [@bib8] elicit many new questions concerning both LD and PML biology. Primarily, it will be important to decipher the cellular function of nuclear LDs. Do nuclear LDs provide lipid stores for nuclear membrane expansion or lipid signaling? Are they storage sites for histones, as they are in the fly embryo ([@bib7])? Do they provide a nuclear platform for misfolded or unfolded hydrophobic proteins? Are they detoxification sites for hydrophobic substances in the liver? And what is the functional meaning of the association between nuclear LDs and PMLs? Is PML-II involved in their biogenesis? Answers to these questions will provide exciting insights into the pathways of cellular lipid storage.
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